
AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT!
RING TO ENQUIRE OR PLACE AN ORDER 

BY PHONE OR EMAIL: 

0499 118 557 
andy@frangimagic.com.au

Orders shipped weekly please advise carrier or we can arrange delivery.

NEW!

INTRODUCTORY OFFER!
Available now as advanced plants in 45L grow bags. Plants are currently flowering.

Option One - 2 flower types on one plant
Option Two - 3 flower types on one plant 

The multi-graft plant range contain variations from the below six flower selections.

Snow WhitePretty in PinkOrange SunriseClassic White Sunset Red Golden Glow

Sunrise Magic
MULTI-GRAFTED FRANGIPANI - LIVING BOUQUET

These unique multi-grafted advanced plants feature two or three 
different flower types selected from the Fancy Frangipanis collection.

Each flower type in the multi-graft range has been selected for their superb fragrance, synchronised long 
flowering and complementary flower display. The new multi-grafted range has been 10 years in the making, 

creating showy living bouquets, reminiscent of a perfect tropical sunrise or sunset.

Floating in a water-filled bowl, pinned in your hair, made into floral leis or featured in a prominent garden position 
for all to enjoy, the flowers of these unique multi-grafted frangipani plants epitomise a love of the tropics.



Classic Range
INDIVIDUAL PLANTS SINGLE FLOWER TYPE

Plants are grown from the Fancy Frangipani Collection at our plant nursery in Bundaberg Central Queensland. 
Fancy Frangipanis has over 300 different frangipani flower types in its collection 

with a breeding and selection program that commenced in 2005.

The selected Plumeria Rubra, frangipani flower types in this introductory offer are long-lasting, 
beautifully perfumed and will produce large bunches of flowers throughout the warmer months.

AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT!

RING TO ENQUIRE OR PLACE AN ORDER 
BY PHONE OR EMAIL:

0499 118 557
andy@frangimagic.com.au

Orders shipped weekly please advise carrier or we can arrange delivery.

Classic White
The Classic White flower is crisp white with a 
pure lemon-yellow center. The underside of the 
whorled white petals can have a tinged pink 
glimmer.

Sunset Red
The Sunset Red flower is a blend of red petals with 
an orange-tinged centre. The petals are slightly 
cupped, with a red crimson whorled pattern on 
the underside of the petals.

Snow White
The Snow White flower is pure white with a 
blended yellow-orange centre. The large, whorled 
petals are uniquely shaped and slightly cupped. 
Later in the season blooms may emerge with a 
tinged yellow frosting on the underside of the 
petals.

Pretty in Pink
The Pretty in Pink flower is a charming translucent 
pink and the centre is blended yellow-orange. This 
medium-sized flower has whorled petals that are 
uniquely shaped and slightly cupped. The round-
tipped petals are pink and white on the underside.

Orange Sunrise
Orange Sunrise is a stunning tri-colour flower. The 
beautifully-blended orange, pink and yellow tones 
of this medium-sized flower is seen on both the 
surface and underside of the whorled petals. The 
flowers are open, uniquely shaped and slightly 
cupped with round tips.

Golden Glow
The Golden Glow flowers are medium-sized, with 
both the surface and underside of the petals a 
translucent glowing golden yellow. The whorled 
petals overlap and are uniquely cupped at the 
edges. 

INTRODUCTORY OFFER!
Available now as advanced plants in the following options:

300mm Pots  •  45L grow bags  •  100L grow bags

Singapore Evergreen White  Plumeria Obtusa
Singapore Evergreen White is a favorite of gardening enthusiasts and florists worldwide. The medium-sized flower 
is clean white with a crisp yellow centre. The petals are open, uniquely shaped and slightly cupped with round tips. 
Both the surface and underside of the petals is a translucent white.

INTRODUCTORY OFFER!
Singapore Evergreen White available now as advanced plants in the following options: 

200mm Pots  •  300mm Pots  •  45L grow bags




